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proclaimed as its purpose the collection
of sociologi cal and historical data on the
Black race in America, the study of
peoples of African blood, the publishing
of books in this field , and the promotion of
harmony between the races by acquaint3
If a representative of one race admits ing the one with the other.
Acutely
aware
of
the
impact
of "Southone of another to his table, he opens
ern
Revisionist"
scholars
,
such
as John
a wide door to . . . the thwarting by inBurgess,
William
Dunning
,
U.
B.
Phillips
termarriage , of God's plan in the creaand their disciples, who were writing the
tion of different races. 1
history of the Civil War and ReconstrucPerhaps the chief spokesman of the
tion from the viewpoint of the South,
most extreme anti-Black thought was
Woodson saw more clearly than anyone
Charles Caroll, a Missourian. In 1900, he
that unless the records,,of Blacks in the
published the Negro a Beast, and in 1902,
country were found and published , they
The Tempter of Eve. Considering himself
would become a negligible factor-oba man of science and a man of God, Carsolete in the thought of the world .4 He was
roll reinterpreted biblical history starting
convinced of the necessity for original rewith the garden of Eden to the coming of
search in the history of Black Americans
Christ. The tempter of Eve, according to
and for the publication of monographs
Carroll, had been a Black person, not a
dealing with the subject.
serpent. He wrote, Biblical scholars had
In that period , most historians and most
simply mistranslated as "serpent" the
Hebrew word which in reality meant black. college and university courses either did
"The discovery that the culprit in Eden not mention the Black man or if they did
was a Negro solved many difficulties of represented him in a most unfavorable
interpretation. Not only did it explain the light. Clearly, Woodson understood the
tempter's ability to speak but it also ac- necessity for instituting these researches
counted for Eve's lack of surprise at hear- and publications not only for the purpose
ing it speak," 2 The Black man was, there- of filling the lacunae and of showing the
fore , responsible for the fall of man from need tor new interpretations; but also of
c reating respect for the Black race in the
.the Grace of God I
Indeed , this was the era of the infamous minds of Americans of all races.
In 1916, Woodson organized and edited
Black Codes, Grandfather clauses, poll
taxes , white primaries, restricted coven- the Journal of Negro History, which within
nants, race riots, the KKK , Knights of the only a few years became a publication
White Camelia, the Jay Hawkers, lynch- with a national reputation. Practically all
ings, Dred Scott, Civil Rights Cases , and accredited universities of the South as
Plessy v. Ferguson. Also, it was the period wel I as the North subscribed to the Jourin which Carter G. Woodson [dean , 1919- nal, as well as other publications of the
1920, School of Liberal Arts , Howard] be- association.5 With th is kind of success,
gan his long but rewarding task of re-writ- the association was able to stimulate naing the history of the Black man in America. tionwide interest in the study of Black Iife
Woodson was born in New Canton, Vir- and history. And Woodson began to give
ginia, in December of 1875, of poor par- a part of his time to field work among soents who had been slaves. In 1892, his cial clubs and schools, inducing them to
family moved to West Virginia , where in pay more attention to the study of the
1896 he entered Berea College , an inter- Black race. In the 1920s, a considerable
racial institution. He was awarded the number of reputable universities and colB.L. degree in 1903. Later, he travelled leges-even some high schools-had
around the world , including a year in begun to feature the study of the Black
Paris as a student at the Sorbonne (1906- man in race relations or provide special
07). Upon his return home, he continued courses.
hi s education at the University of Chi cago
In the prosecution of this beneficial
and earned a Master's degree in 1908. He work, institutions made frequent use of
was awarded the Ph.D. i~ ~istory from the pub Iications of the association and of
Harvard University in 1912.
such other special works of Woodson: The
Woodson founded the Association for History of the Neg ro Church, A Century of
the Study of Negro Life and History in 1915 Negro Migration , Negro Orators and
in Chicago, with the purpose of collecting Their Orations, The Education of the Negro
and investigating all historical and socio- Prior to 1861 , and the Negro in Our Hislogical data bearing on the Black race in tory. The last book met a popular demand
for a textbook on Black history; by 1926
Ameri ca.
In founding the association, Woodson it was in its third edition and was used for
The object of racial policy, he noted , is
the maintenance of racial purity among
whites. Amalgamation must be avoided at
all cost because it "thwarts God's plan."
The vehicle for achieving amalgamation
was social equality:
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collateral reading throughout the ccc:
It was also adopted for classroom i
tion in about 100 schools and coll
The association rendered a dservice in functioning as a free ref
bureau for information respecting
people. Almost all writers in this fie::_
ther drew upon the facts collected::.
published by the association or con
Woodson in preparing outlines of ~
studies and in developing their trea Some of the writers were graduate - dents; others were seasoned sc
and university professors who found::-to exhaust their subjects, they had to::=. into account what was being prod by the association. Finally, an im
by-product of the association was the
lection of valuable materials in the of documents, old manuscripts and =-books on the early history of the B ,,__
man in this country and the past of race in Africa. 7
In 1926, Woodson conceived "N _
History Week" as a period in which :.-=
contributions of Black people to the ~
velopment of civilization would be Sl;._-=ciently emphasized to impress people
all races. In conjunction with this , he =veloped a history kit, circulars and re"
releases necessary for the disseminaib
of truth and knowledge about Blc::
people And in 1937, to strengthen - .=
work of the association in schools, Woct::..son developed the Negro History Bulle;;;.
This endeavor was designed for teac
and students in secondary and eleme.-tary schoo ls. Woodson knew that th
had to be a wide dissemination in ore
to secure understanding, appreciati
and support for his work. 8
Acutely aware of the problems er-countered by Black scholars in havi their scholarly works published, Wood~
said :

=

The Negro fa ces another stone wa,.
when he presents such scientific pmductions to the publishing hous~
They may not be prejudiced, but the;
are not interested in the Negro . .. . Wha:
is the use of knowing things if they can
not be published to the world? If the
Negro is to settle down to publishinr;
merely what others permit him to brina
out, the world will never know what
race has thought and felt and attempted
and accomplished and the story ofthe
Negro will perish with him .9

th;,

Therefore, Woodson organized the Associated Publishers, a private publishi ng
venture with 90-odd percent of the stoc
held by himself.
In his fight for, and the dissemination
of truth about the Black race, Woodson

::oject of attacks by "established " orga- - ations. But Woodson held steadfastly
his integrity and professiona lism:

Here and there, therefore , were heard
complaints expressing dissatisfaction
with the policy of telling the whole
truth and nothing but the truth regardless of whom it affected. One ... agency,
assuming authority to dictate the leadership of the Negro race in all matters
in America and in Africa, became most
vicious in its attacks. This agency prepared a memorandum setting forth the
reasons why the Association ... should
not be further supported and clandestinely circulated it to lop off the supporters of the Association. Finally, it
had the effect of depriving the Association of the assistance of all foundations
and the rich people, who had formerly
assisted the undertaking . ... Observing ... that such was the situation with
respect to financial support, the Direcor began to organize the Negroes of
the country to obtain from them what
the interracialists had succeeded in
diverting from this effort. 10
Woodson was a discoverer, a contribu' , an organizer, a disseminator, a fighter
=:id a significant scholar in pursuit of
truth. Books, monographs and arti: es were his research contributions to
- .storica l accuracy In 1915, he pub Iished
1e Education of the Negro Prior to 1861,
ich began a new period of research
writing in the historical background
the education of Blacks in the United
- tes. The volume has been regarded as
:=. significant contribution to educational
- ory and to this date is used as a foun::::ation reference work. In 1918, during the
_ riod of the Black migrations of World
'lar I, Woodson published A Century of
..egro Migration, in which he noted that
ile there had been a large migration of
cks from rural to urban areas, from
h to North, and from East to West in
war period, there had been nonethe, continuous migrations of Black
:eople throughout American history.
;-Je became a pioneer in the writing of
first scholarly treatises concerning
- Black church. Thi s was represented
The History of the Negro Church , pub- ed in 1922. Also, in 1922, Woodson
• lished The Negro in Our History,
ich provided basic materials for col.=ge and secondary school uses drawn
many individual stud ies of Bl ack
pi e in Africa and the Americas. H is
k, The Negro Wage Earner, published
- - 930 (Lorenzo Greene co-author) was a
~ ificant contribution to the economic
~ --ory of Black people. Moreover, he

="

often fought against tradition in the education of Black youth, and against those
who would rob the Black population in the
United States of faith in themselves. His
Mis-Education of the Negro, pub I ished in
1933, was directed against education
agencies which failed to recognize and
make use of the truth about the Black
racen
Another aspect of his scholarly contributions was his editorship of source materials. Among these were, Negro Orators
and Their Orations, Free Negro Heads of
Families in the United States in 1830, and
Free Negro Owners of Slaves in the United
States in 1830, all pub Iished in 1925; The
Mind of the Negro as Reflected in Letters
Written during the Crisis , 1800-1860,
pub Iished in 1926; and the Works of
Francis J Grimke, published in 1942. 12
Woodson died in April, 1950. Yet as
early as 1926, he re ce ived signal recognit ion for the work that he had already
accomplished. In that year, the National
Association for the Advancement of Colored People awarded him the Spingarn
Medal for Distinguished Achievement.
Virginia State College conferred upon him
the degree of LLD. in 1941.
Perhaps the best yardstick of Woodson's major achievements is in the realization of the need for revision of textbooks
and other important teaching materials
that are essential to the establishment
and maintenance of world peace. In 1944,
the American Council on Education published Latin America in School and College Teaching Materials. Much of it was
devoted to an enumeration of inaccurate
statements and of vita l omissions that
gave North American students false ideas
about Latin American history and civilization. The book called for a revision of
texts and other teaching material s not
only for the sake of hi storical accuracy
but also in the interest of promoting the
good-neighbor policy.
The American Council on Ed ucation
also published Teaching Materials in Intergroup Relations by Howard Wilson.
The Pub lic Affairs Committee summarized
thi s report in a pamphlet, Prejudice in
Textbooks. Similarly, the United Nations
Scientific, Educational and Cultural Organization (UNESCO) published in 1949
A Handbook for the Improvement of Textbooks and Teaching Materials As Aids to
International Understanding. A number of
member-states initiated studies and
UNESCO has held regular seminars for
the purpose of revising texts and improving teaching materials. 13
The contributions and impact of Woodson were probably best summarized in

remarks by Mary Mcleod Bethune following his death in 1950

When Carter Woodson passed on, last
April, he left behind the strongly burning torch of his hard-won and ever-increasing knowledge of our past, and
his courage and steadfastness in adhering to the truth. He struck that torch
high into the crevice between the rocks
of prejudice and discrimination-a
crevice forced by the growing pressure of the facts assembled and sent
far and wide by this Association. It was
forced by the strength of the facts that
have given to us who are of Negro origin , a firm foundation of pride in a past
which has contributed greatly to the
forward march of civilization. It was
forced by the strength of the facts that
have opened in new respect the eyes
of many who have scorned or pitied us
as a people without a past save that of
savagery and slavery. ... We must relight our own torches from Carter Woodson's bright flame , and continue the
search for the sustaining truth; ... until
we, in our turn, shall pass his saving
light, undimmed, into the waiting hands
of posterity 14 O
Olive Taylor. PhD .. is a lecturer with the History
Department at Howard University
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